In this paper the satisfaction of users on information retrieval results was analyzed and the search result was modified and resorted, based on which the relevance ranking algorithm was proposed. The method calculated a value for every returned result and sorted the value in descending order. At last, the value was output and returned it to the users. The realization of relevance ranking improved the retrieval efficiency greatly and it made the returned results more consistent with the users' query intent.
Introduction
Archive searching becomes a difficult problem which affects the using of archives when massive amount of archives scored. It was solved by building the archive information database. Users usually input several keywords to search, as their memories are almost fragmented and probable. What the fuzzy query finds are the intersection of all keywords and it will produce several, dozens, or even hundreds of query results. If the record contained a keyword of the query, it will be returned. The return results are not sorted or distinguished. Its sequence is the order of the system retrieved.
There is a problem with the results returned by system default. Because not all the records that contain keywords are same to the user's query relevance. Some will be very relevant, while some are not relevant. The default sort can't distinguish the difference between these results and query. If a user wants to find out the required records, he must browse all the returned records and do further judgment. It is an extremely time-consuming and tedious work when the quantity of returned results is large. The user would lose patience and give up. Therefore it is necessary to modify the query results. In this paper, the relevance ranking algorithm was proposed to solve this problem.
Theory of relevance ranking
The theory of relevance rank is to calculate a value for every return record, which called query value. And then the return records are sort in descending order according to query value.
How to get the query value? The query submitted by users is expressed a vector which is called query vector. Each record is also express as a vector which is called record vector. Then a value is obtained by calculating the dot product of the two vectors. The value is called query value, which is the basis for the record ranking.
How to obtain the query vector? The Analysis of the user's query related to two factors, which are the importance of query keywords and the history query times. The more important the query keywords, and the higher relevance the record containing the keywords are, the greater it influents the ranking. The history query times of keywords reflect its popularity. The query meaning that is expressed by keywords with high popular degree is concerned more by the users. The more a keyword is queried, which proves that it is concerned more by users, and it is more important in users' mind. It will influent the ranking much more.
How to get the record vector? The factors that influent records ranking in database are the frequency that keywords appear in the record, and the position that keywords appear. It shows that the contents of the record relate more with the keywords if the keywords appear more in a record. Because the importance of different fields are not the same, where the keywords appearing will affect the importance of keywords, query relevance and the ranking position directly.
Knowing the factors affecting the relevance, an algorithm is given to calculate the query value to sort the default search results again.
Relevance ranking
When a query string is input, the system will divide it into several keywords automatically. In every table, each record containing keyword is searched by the SQL statements in fuzzy query. Query every record containing keywords in every form successively. And then the query results are returned. Here, the returned results are in default order, which are not sorted by relevance ranking. According to the theory of relevance ranking, the value of every returned record is calculated and output to the users after rearranged them in descending rank.
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The calculation method of the user's query vector
There are two factors that affect the user's query.
The importance of query keywords, represented as zy W .
When query keywords are submitted, the keywords considered as most important are always put at first, followed by some keywords which can possible illustrate the query intention or limit the query scope further. Therefore the keywords in front can describe the user's real query intention better, and they are more important than the ones behind them.
Supposing the query string inputted by the users was divided into n keywords, the positions of keywords show their importance. Then give them different weights according to their importance.
The weight of the first keyword is shown in Eq. 1.
The weight of the second keyword is shown in Eq. 2.
The weight of the n th keyword is shown in Eq. 3.
Where, nZ  and 1 n  Therefore, the weight of the l th keyword is shown in Eq. 4.
The weight of history query times of keywords, represented as 
In Eq. 9, ω and m are constants. ω is a value that adjusts the weight of history query times according to the test result. If the value of m f l is too small, it can be negligible for the little influence in the equation that calculates query vector. Then the influence of history query times on relevance is not embodied. So the weight value of it should be adjusted according to test results. m is the total number of queries in the database. 1 C and 2 C are constants and their sum is 1. It shows the important difference between the important degree of keywords and history query times in user's mind. Usually the important degree of keywords is more important than history query times, therefore there is 1 C > 2 C . n is the number of query keywords. l represents query keyword that from 1 to n. i f represents the number of query times of the l th keyword.
The calculation method of the record vector
There are two factors that influent the relevance of every record.
The weight of times that keywords occur in every attribute, represented as cs W .
Keywords can appear in the different fields also called attributes in the database. When other factors are the same, the more keywords appear in a record, the higher it relevant with the user query.
Supposing the number of keywords is n, then every keyword is represented as:
Supposing the number of records found is δ, then every record is represented as:
Supposing the number of fields is μ, then every field is represented as:
The appearing times of first keyword in the first record from the first to the μ th attribute are represented as:
 The appearing times of second keyword in the first record from the first to the μ th attribute are represented as:
The appearing times of n th keyword in the first record from the first to the μ th attribute are represented as:
The appearing times of every keyword in the first record is represented as: 
The total times that the first keyword occurring in the first record is:
The occurring weight of the first keyword in the first field in the first record is shown in Eq. 10.
The occurring weight of the i th keyword in the j th field of the γ th record is shown in Eq. 11.
The position weight of keywords, represented as wz W .
Usually there are several tables to store data in the database and in each of the tables there are many fields. When a keyword appears in different fields, its importance degree is different. For example, appearing in the title is more important than in the text. Appearing in the subject is more important than in subtitle or annotations. So it is necessary to consider further which field the keywords appear in. The position weight that keywords appear in the first field is shown in Eq. 12. The position weight that keywords appear in the second field is shown in Eq. 13. 

The position weight that keywords appear in the μ th field is shown in Eq. 14.
